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Today, November 12, 2019, Uzbekistan Airways Technics (UAT) celebrates its 95th
anniversary. In connection with this anniversary, a solemn event was held in the UAT
Cultural Center with the participation of the management of Uzbekistan Airways JSC,
heads of workshops, departments and employees of the airline, as well as the
media. Veterans were invited to celebrate this significant event, and they were
greeted with flowers by the young people of the airline company at the entrance.

Congratulating the staff, Director of “Uzbekistan Airways Technics” LLC Ulugbek
Kiyasov noted the merits of veterans, who stood at the origins of the formation and
with their valiant work created a centuries-old history of the airline. He thanked all
employees for their hard work, wished them peace, prosperity and success in their



future work. The First Deputy Chairman of the Board of Uzbekistan Airways JSC Umid
Khusanov and Deputy Chairman of the Board - Technical Director of “Uzbekistan
Airways” JSC Gennady Kharlap addressed their warm congratulations to the staff of
the airline company and expressed their gratitude for the huge contribution to the
development of civil aviation in the country.



On the jubilee day the participants of the solemn event recalled the years of
formation of the aircraft repair enterprise, its traditions of aircraft maintenance and
training of qualified technical personnel in aircraft maintenance, significant
successes and achievements, which allowed “Uzbekistan Airways Technics” to
become one of the world leaders in the field of aircraft maintenance and repair. The
festive atmosphere was complemented by a concert program prepared by young
specialists of the airline.





Colorful performances in the national flavor, popular songs and melodies not only
gave a colorful impression and festive mood, but also allowed to distract from
everyday work for a while. Congratulations to all workers and veterans of
“Uzbekistan Airways Technics” on their anniversary!





We wish the staff of the airline company success, conquest of new frontiers and
achievement of new heights, which will multiply the pages of glorious history of the
airline company "Uzbekistan Airways Technics"!





 


